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Sir Philip Sidney
• a model of the perfect courtier 

• diplomat, knight, soldier, and poet — a true Renaissance man 

• wrote Astrophil and Stella (‘astro’-star, ‘phil’-love) after his love for Penelope 
Devereux came to nothing. They had talked about getting married since 1576, but 
in 1581 she married Lord Robert Rich. Sidney himself married another woman in 
1583. Stella is thought to be modeled after Penelope Rich, Sidney’s former love 
interest. 

• Astrophil and Stella was the first sonnet cycle in English language. A sonnet cycle 
is a group or series of sonnets tied together with a unified theme (unrequited love 
being the most common), featuring a recurring characters such as the young lover, 
the beloved lady, the rival, etc. 

• Sidney died during his military expedition (he was wounded in the battlefield), and, 
because of his poetic fame and his perfect demeanor as a courtier, became a cult 
figure after his death. 
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• Sidney loosely adopted Petrarchan rhyme scheme but modified it so freely that there 

are many different rhyme schemes among the sonnets collected in Astrophil and Stella. 

• abab baba cdcd ee (with lines 6 and 8 being half or slant rhyme with lines 1 and 3, and 
lines 13 and 14 being eye rhyme) 

• octave - passion (“eye”) should follow reason (“the inward light”) or else men will 
worship Cupid, a pagan god, and neglect the true God. i.e. Love must move up the 
ladder from being a physical love (through the eyes) to a spiritual love (through reason) 
in order that men might move closer to God. 

• sestet - physical beauty is an outward shadow of spiritual beauty. Physical beauty is 
made up of “elements” hence “mortal.” Everything on earth is temporary, and our life is 
only a pilgrimage or journey “up” towards heaven and towards God. The turn or volta 
occurs in the last line, the speaker simply refuses to move up the ladder of love and 
insists that he must keep loving Stella. 

• questioning or  denying the convention of courtly love, the ladder of love



God

general beauty

intellectual/spiritual beauty

physical beauty

The Ladder of Love

end

means

The original source 
of all beauties

all other beauties in the creation, 
form of beauty 
(not only one beautiful mistress)

her virtuous mind 
(essence)

the beautiful mistress 
(appearance)



Element Humour Temperame
nt Season Common 

Quality

Air Blood Sanguine Spring Hot & moist

Fire Choler Choleric Summer Hot & dry

Water Phlegm Phlegmatic Winter Cold & moist

Earth Melancholy Melancholic Fall Cold & dry
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• abba abba cdcd ee 

• octave - the speaker wonders why the moon looks so pale and moves so slowly or 
languishedly. Maybe Cupid is shooting his arrows up there; that’s why the moon 
looks so sad because of its unrequited love. The speaker feels empathy with the 
moon since he himself suffers from unrequited love here on earth. 

• sestet - the speaker (being part of the sublunary world) asks the moon (the 
superlunary world) if “there,” in the ideal, perfect world which the moon inhabits, 
constant lover is considered a fool. He also asks if in the ideal world women are 
proud and like to give men hope and then destroy it like they do here on earth. He 
asks these questions because his own experience of love so far has only brought 
him heartache and sufferings. 

• Moon & speaker - macrocosm & microcosm 

• questioning the game of love, the convention of courtly love only brings tears and 
sufferings - anti-Petrarchan



The Ptolemaic Model of the Universe

more perfect

less perfect
sublunary

superlunary



Microcosm Macrocosm

eyes sun, star, moon

sighs storm, wind

tears spring, sea

face sky

veins river

stages of life day & night, season
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• abba abba cdcd ee 

• octave - Stella, the speaker’s beloved, can sympathize 
with the sad tales of unrequited love. “sea” and “spring” 
are typical Petrarchan metaphors for tear and eyes. 

• sestet - the speaker asks Stella to think of him as another, 
as being a stranger who also suffers from unrequited love, 
so she might pity him. “honor” and “doubt” are scruples or 
rules which Stella, being a lady of high social position, 
must follow. She is not supposed to feel pity for the men 
underneath her social status who suffers from loving her.


